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The object of this report is closed-loop differential games 

which are a formalization of problems in dynamics related to control 

in presence of uncertainty or conflict. Under the game-theoretic 

approach to the problem we assume that the uncontrollable factors 

may appear to be most unfavourable from the point of view of one or 

the other criterion, important for the evaluation of the process. 

Thus a game is formed in between our ally, who selects the control 

in pursuing the one or the other aim and the antagonist who go- 

verns the disturbances. The given report contains some conclusions 

accumulated and summarized by some research members of our Institute 

[I ]. l~aturally, our results are closely related to those of other 

authors. However the framework of this report does not enable us to 

produce a bibliography. 

The model of the differential games under consideration is 

as follows. Given is a differential equation 

where oc is the state space vector; ~c and ~ are vectors of 

control forces for the first and the second player; ~ and 

are compacts. Given is a functional 

which evaluates the result of the game. 

Here we deal with closed-loop differential games. In assig- 

ning his control at current moment of time +~ the ally may be 

guided by complete knowledge of realized position )[ ~, oc ~ or 

more generally by the knowledge of the whole history )~ ~_~ oc [U ] 

= t, of the motion. 

The idea of feedback control is simply formalized in the following 
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manner~ 

The pure strategy ~ for the first player-ally we shall 

identify with any fixed function ~Qt, cc)~ . The equation 

(1), the strategy ~ and the initial position tt~ ~- ~ 

generate a bundle of motions ~ ]  ~ ~[b, C ~, ~ , L~ ] 

(oC[ ~ ] ~ ~ ) each of which is the limit for a certain conver- 

ging sequence of ~ler splines oc~)~hJ ~ ~ [b~ t ~k~ 

~k) 
q~ ['3] q ~=i,Z~ .-. ) with ~)-~0 • ~ere the 

n~aler splines oc~[~] = oc a [~ ~ t,, oc,, ~, ~ [. ]] are determined as the 

solutions of the equation 

where ~ =~o , ~Ch~eo with b-~oo , ~[~3 is any mea- 

surable function, q~ ~ (~ and ~= ~oc t Q~C ÷~- ~) . 

The function ~ in equation (I) is assumed to be continuous, lo- 

cally Lipschitz in o~ and to satisfy the conditions for a uniform 

prolongation of solutions (3). Then the nonempty bundle of motions 

cc [t, t,, Oc , ~ ] } does always exist with no reservati- 

ons on the functional properties of ~ (h, oc) . At the same ti- 

me one may always return from ideal limit motions co[hi to 

actually realized ~ler splines oc~] which yield a good 

approximation for the ideal motions. The pure strategy reflects the 

idea of forming the control on the basis of information on the current 

position ~ t, cc~t]~ under the condition that the antagonist 

in forming his control at time ~ may make use of any conceivable 

information whatever. In particulsr, prior to the assignment of his 

own control force, he may be assumed to know the control force for 

the ally at same moment of time or even in advance for moments of 

time in the nearest future. 

The mixed strategy ~ as introduced in the sequel re~lects the 

idea that the ally again forms his control using the information on 

the ct~rrent position )~t. oc[t]~ but now with condition that 

precis~ knowledge of current control force values for the ally is 

unaccessible for the antagonist. The latter may now but make a guess 

for a convenient response reaction on his part with the aid of a 

certain probabilistic technique. Thus a mixed strategy of the first 

player is identified with the function /co Q ~ ~I ~, oc ) which 
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assigns for every possible position t t ~  a probabilistic 

measure ~t~Q~) on ~ . The motions O~E~J = ~E~, h, o~, 

J (understood to be ideal and deterministic) are determi- 

ned again by a limit transition but now from Euler broken lines 

(#) 

where ~ C~J is a probabilistic measure on ~ weakly mea- 

surable in ~ . The transition from deterministic ideal motions 

~E~J to actually realized stochastic motions ~ E~J 

is now achieved by means of stochastic control procedures (see as 

follows at p. 000 ). 

The counterstrategy ~ )  is identified with function 

"~,LC~ ¢~.. , ~ . ~ o ~  which is Borel measurable in ~ . It re- 

flects the idea of forming the control by the ally at every moment 
~L 

of time uon the basis of the realized position ~ ~ ~ ~E~J 

and of the realized at same moment of time ~ control ~ for 

the antagonist. This leads to the so-called informational discrimi- 

nation of the antagonist. In the case of coumterstrategies the moti- 

ons oc Eh, ~,, ~,, J are determined again by a limit 

transition, but now from Euler splines oc~h3 : 

(5) 

where ~ E~ J is measurable in t and ~ E~ J ~ ~ . The 

transition from ideal motions ~ j  to those actually reali- 

zable oc~Et3 is here again achieved by direct return to 

Euler splines ~E~ J which now again give~ a good approximati- 

on to the ideal motions. It is noteworthy to say that the concept of 

counterstrategy is perhaps in its essence the very construction ofnea- 

rest to control laws in differential games for the ally which are 

essential in the approach of L.S° Pontriagin and his followers [2]. On 

the contrary ,the main attention in this report will be given to cont- 

rol laws formed in terms of formalized pure or mixed strategies-gi- 
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ving thus a preference to informational 

It is useful to underline however that 

sumed ( see e.g. as follows at P. 000 ) 

counterstrategies gives no variation in 

game of the ally. 

The definitions for strategies 

discrimination of the ally. 

with certain conditions pre- 

the transition from pure to 

guaranteed result for the 

V for the second player 

and of the corresponding motions oc[~] and c¢~] are for- 

med obviously from given definitions by interchange of letters 

and qr . In passing from information space of positions ~ ~, 3c) 

to information space of histories ~ ~, o~ ~.]~ _ all the definiti- 

ons of above are obviously transformed by direct substitution of 

history in place of position. In the sequel the terms ~ and 

will denote either pure or mixed strategies or counterstrate- 

gies. 

The game is determined as a pair of problems each of which 

is formulated for the player - ally. The problem for the first 

player is formalized as the one of assigning an optimal minmax stra- 

tegy [~o which satisfies the condition 

~¢F_-7 LI~ ~¢.C--] 

C6) 

the problem for the second player is to specify an optimal maxmin 

strategy \f o which satisfies the condition 

o 

(7) 

Equality 

(8) 

being fulfilled, the value ~° will be called the value of the 

game. If there exists a pair of strategies { ~°~ V °) with equa- 

lity (3) fulfilled, the given pair will be called the saddle- 

point or point of equilibrium for the game. A minimaximizing sequen- 
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ce ~U<k~ V<k) ~ i~=i,~, ) for (8) will be called the 

g -equilibrium sequence etc. 

The quality of the formalization proposed here may be evalua- 

ted at first by verifying the existence of equilibrium and g -equi- 

librium situations for more or less simple type of games. The foun- 

dation for solving the given question is given by the following 

theorem on the alternative for a standard approach-evasion game. The 

game is formed of two problems. Given are closed sets ~ and 

S/c in space ~ ,  "~---~ , the position ~ ~o • oco~ and the 

point ~ o - t Problem of approach for the first player-ally: 

Specify a strategy [i which ensures the encounter 

for all motions ocE~] =ocC~,~o, oco, [~ ] . Problem of evasion 

for the second player-ally: specify a strategy V , which exclu- 

des the encounter (9) for all motions oeCb] = ocE~,to C¢o, ~/ ~. 

The t h e o r e m  on t h e  a l t e r n a t i v e .  I n  t h e  a p p r o a c h - e v a s i o n  game 

there either exists a mixe~ s~ra~egy ~L which solves the problem 

of  a p p r o a c h  o r  ~ c o n t r a r y  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a m i x e d  s t r a t e g y  ' ~  ~ w h i c h  

solves the problem of evasion related even to ~ -neighbourhoods 

and J~c of sets o~ and J~c If for any 
C C • 

selection of vector b , of ~ and of oc the minor game 

m.Z.~ r'n..o,.:r_ ~,' (.+..,., st.. ~ ' ~ - ) =  ~' (..t:. oc., ~ %* ~ (10)  

does have a saddle-point ~q~ ~>~ ~ , then the alternative is 

valid in pure strategies ~ and ~ . ( In our notations the 

vectors always stand as columns. The upper prime denotes transposi- 

tion). In general the alternative is always valid in the pairs of 

classes ~ ~a~ ~ ' ~  ~ , ~ ~ U ~  ~ ~. 

A similar theorem is true for the information space of histo- 
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ries ~ ~, oc~[-3~ with functional sets ~ and ~c 

Ii 
The approach-evasion game constitutes an element in the in- 

vestigation of the general differential game (6), (7). Consider as 

an example the game on the minmax-ma~min for the functional 

= ~o~t~ ~ Qoc[t], ~) (11) 

where Q oc~ ~) 

set ~ in space 

sets 

is the euclidean distance of point ~ from 

)~ oc ~ , the moment ~ being given. Select 

(12) 

for c >I 0 . Assume c o is the lower bound over all c 

for which the first assertion of the theorem on the alternative is 
] 

9*= true in the class of mixed strategies with "~o~ o~ f and 

given, Them it is easy to deduce from the alternative that Co 

is the value of the game and that there exists a pair of optimal 

mixed strategies ~ ~°, V°j~ which constitute the saddle-point. 

Further assume the saddle-point condition for the minor game (10) 

is fulfilled. Then for the game under consideration there exists a 

saddle-point in the class of pure strategies U ~ ~o~ . The op- 

timal strategies -- ~° and ~ ° ensure the inequalities 

~ o 

9(~cch, to,~o,V ])>Co, t ) t * ~  
(13) 
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This being true for any ~ >O there exists a ~ C~) >O 

such that the same strategies when being applied to Euler splines 

~c ~ ~q with increment ~ ~ ~ C ~) ensure the inequalities 

~o~t <-~ " (1@) 

2 C':x'"r-'h't°'~°'~°" ~..:]]b>~Co-e, Lo-~'L~ 
A rather more complicated example is given by the game formed 

again for the minmax-m~xmin of functional (11), but now under condi- 

tion that moment ~ is not given but is assigned separately for 

each motion ccE~3 with one of the following conditions fulfilled: 

(1) ~ = ~* , (2) when point ocE~3 runs into the closed domain 

, (3) when point ocEh3 runs into closed set ~ prior to 

the motion having attained the open domain ~ . Making use of a 

version of the theorem on the alternative for the functional space 

of histories cotE-3 we are again convinced that there exists a 

value c o of the game. There exists a mixed strategy ~ ° - -  

¢° L~I ~ t ~ ' : : ]  ) here which ensures the inequality~ ~ >/Co 

and for any c* > c o there exists a mixed strategy [~ ÷ 

-~ /u~ q~l oc~T_.3 ) which ensures the inequality ~ ~ c . 

A similar utilization of the principal element in the form 

of an appropriate approach-evasion game admits the investigation 

also of other differential games. Here the theorem on the alternati- 

ve yields a conclusion that with saddle-point condition for the mi- 

nor game (10) being fulfilled, the absence of informational discri- 

mination of the antagonist does not worsen the result of the game 

for the ally. 

When describing actual schemes of control one ought to admit 

the existence of errors (perhaps of minor value) in measurements of 

the realizations of OCE~ ] . Generally speaking the game-theore- 

tic problems of dynamics in adopted formalization are actually im- 

properly posed. Indeed it is possible to demonstrate examples of ga- 

mes with functional (11) when there exists a pure strategy ~ o 

which guarantees inequalities (13) and (14)with Co>O, but which 

leads to the following phenomena. If when forming the Euler splines 

o 

oc~ [~ one substitutes controls ~ Q~ oc [ ~ 3 ) inste- 

ad o f  ' ~ °  ( , ' C . ,  o¢, ,  F_.'V. ] ") , where measured values o~ [ ~ 3  

deflect from actual values oc ~C ~t ~ by minor value II oc* - cc~l I.< 
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then with ~ -~O , the strategy ~o already does not ensure 

even the inequality ~ Q~£h3 , ~ ) > O . It is of interest to 

note by the way that in the examples described, the strategy ~° 

is foz~ed by means of discontinuous functions ~ Ct ,o~) and 

there exist no approximations by continuous strategies~J~+ ~C~.~) 

which could ensure the inequality ~ Co~Et, t~ ,O~o ,~ ] ,  ~)  ~Co- a , 

taken even for the ideal motions oa[~, ~o, ~ o ,  ]. 

Hence a problem of regularizing improperly posed solutions 

of differential games does arise. The problem is soluble for any 

approach-evasion game and hence for any game which maybe reduced to 

its elements i.e. to appropriate approach-evasion games. Briefly 

speaking, the proposed regularized solution, which is said to be the 

control with leader, is constructed as follows. A computational mo- 

del system 

is adjoined to the actual system (1) and a game is formed in between 

~* and ~ ~ . Suppose for the given initial position the problem 

of encounter with set ~ till moment ~* is solvable for the 

first player. Then one may specify the three controls ~ , ~ ,  
so as to lead the motion ~L~ ] to desired state 

(16) 

and at the same time so as to force the actual motion oc E~] and 

the motion for the model to track each other. Thus the motion 

~.-,.E-~.] is led to a minor a -neighbourhood of state (16) if 

* C~3 introduced into the control law only the value ~= o~a 

(or  nto 

er from actual value oc~ ~ ] by sufficiently small number and 

the increment ~ for ~uler splines o~ u~ 3 is sufficiently 

small. The proposition stated here is an accurate mathematical theo- 

rem. A similar proposition is also true for the second player's 
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evasion problem with obvious transformation of the procedure and 

interchange of letters ~ and v . The scheme of control with 

a leader results in an interesting interaction of game-type control 

problems with problems on stability of motion. Here it is also worth- 

while to explain the stochastic procedure of control with a leader, 

which approximates the ideal motion for mixed strategies. Assume each 

of the players receives his information in the form of a signal 

Y Ct~ £ ~ = ~,~) statistically dependent on the actual mo- 

tion oc [t] . Assume the conditional expectations for the devia- 

tion of the measured values o¢ m [ t ] generated by signals 

r ] with respect to actual values ~ C~] satisfy the 
t 

inequalities 

Assume each player forms his control on the basis of his own stra- 

tegy L~ It, ~tE]) and ~. ~(~It, 9t ZS) Qgt []_- 

~ u ~ .  L o ~  ~ ~ +~ } ) within a scheme discrete in time 

with his own subdivision ~¢~) of the time axis ~ . In for- 

ming the realization ~ a [~] of the stochastic motion (1) the 

"~ -th player being in situation ~ ~ ~ La ~.~;p K" selects his 

control realization for the coming time in~terval as a result of a 

stochastic test with probabilistic distributions 

L 
r e s p e c t i v e l y .  I n  o rde r  t o  found t h i s  type  of  c o n t r o l  scheme p r o p e r l y ,  
it is necessary to assume the abilities of the controllers to be in 

some sense so "flexible" that they would indeed prevail over the in- 

formational abilities. These conditions may be expressed in exact 

form, but the framework of this report does not enable us to do it 

here. We can say only that the last conditions hold in particular if 

the information lag exceeds the value of the increment for Euler 

splines. 

Under given conditions the following proposition is true. As- 

sume with ~to, °¢o} , ~" ~ ~o, ~c and ~f~ given, the problem 

of approach is soluble in the class of mixed strategies 

~-/~ Q~ } b ,  ~ ) within the ideal scheme. Then the procedure 

of control with leader makes possible the construction of a mixed 

C D) which for any & >0 and ¢• £ strategy ~L + ~ }  %, ~ 

selected in advance ensures for the stochastic Euler splines ~E~3, 
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the encounter 

~ ,  ~ [~]~ ~ Z  ~ , ~ t ,  ~o[£3~ eS'~ , t o ~ t ~  ~W , (18) 

with probability ~ w ~ if only the value ~ > O in (17) 

and the increment ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~tq~L - ~ ) for the splines are 

sufficiently small. On the contrary, assume the problem of evasion is 

soluble in the class of mixed strategies ~ ÷ q Q ~J ~ , o~) 

within the ideal scheme. Then there exists an & ~ O such that the 

procedure of control with leader makes it possible to construct a 

mixed strategy ~ ÷ V ~ I ~ i ~ [ ]~ which for any ~ ~ 

selected in advance excludes the encounter (18) with probability 

* > O in (17) and the step ~ ~ , if only the values ~ 

are sufficiently small. 

As an example of effective construction of solution strate- 

gies [~ and ~ we here discuss at first the method of extremalaim- 

ing of the latter being applied to a game with functional (11) con- 

sidered for the sake of determinancy in the class of mixed strate- 

gies. Assume that at moment ~ in the course of the game the vec- 

tor ~,~ ] = ~ is realized. The method of extremal aiming gives 

a recommendation which is to freeze position ~ t . oc, ~ and to 

consider an auxiliary open loop control problem in a fictitious time 

scale ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; this is to specify over the set of measures 

~ Cd'u.b and ~w C ~ )  an optimal pair ~ ~ , V~ 
which ensures for motions 

~Q 
(19) 

the condition 

° ° jl 
The solution octeT),/~ ~ , v ~ of the problem satisfies 

under certain regularity assumptions the minimax condition 
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o 

~a 
(21) 

which holds almost everywhere and which is an analogy of the maximum 

principle. Here ~q~ q~. ~ ~ ~ ) is a solution of the equati- 

on 

Assume S ~h, ~.. To ) is the set of all vectors 5Qh~ 

in (22) which correspond to all possible solutions oi" problem (20) 

for given position ~ ~ . ~. ~ with one or the other value of To 

from (20). Then under certain regularity conditions formulated in 

terms of the properties of ~ Qh, o~ . ~ bone may construct on the 
o ~ O 

basis of sets ~ the optimal mixed strategies L~ ~ ~ C~'u-I -[., oc) 
and V°~ V (~I h. o~) which ensure (12) with precisely the 

equality c o = a ° ~@. ~o ~ of (20) being true. Thus, the regu- 

larity conditions being fulfilled, the control force law when formed 

by extremal aiming rule in the actual time scale is determined with 

the aid of a superspeed solution of an auxiliary open loop control 

problem (20), achieved in a superspeed fictitious time scale ~ 

~ . The solutions of the auxiliary problems thus act as a sort 

of a location system, which escorts the actual motion. For the spe- 

cial case of linear equation (I), i.e. with 

and with convex set ~ the computations for the extremal aiming 

rule are visibly realizable and it is possible to form the control 

law for the game in the actual time scale, provided a modern compu- 

tational device of good abilities is available. 

We gave a description of an example on the additional open- 

loop construction for the closed-loop differential game. Such open- 

loop constructions of extremal aiming may vary greatly depending 
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upon the selected classes of strategies, upon the value to be attai- 

ned and so on. We now refer to auxiliary constructions of another 

type, stopping for the sake of determiz~ncy but only on the dis- 

cussion of a representation of such a class for the case of mixed 

strategies. 

Consider the sets 

Assume t h a t  i n  the  domain ~ 5 ,  ~ requ i~ed  the  s e t s  
H C~, oc ) are nonempty. Then any solution cc = q~ C~ 

of the contingent equation 

(2~) 

a H (~, ~ )  (25) 

yields for the first player a so-called stable path. If there exists 

at least one path connecting initial position ~ to, OCo ~ with 

target J~ , then a mixea strategy ~[ + ,~cq ~I t, ~c) may be 

~onstI~cted on the basis of this path which leads all the motions 

cc~J~] (the latter being ideal) to set ~ along the path 

described. 

Further consider the function 

9 ~  
(26) 

With sets ~ C~, oc) (2~) nonempty in the domain )i ~, oc~ 

of interest and function ~a (~, ~, oc ~ convex in ~ , the 

bundle of solutions oc ~b~ ho, OCo~ (25) forms a stable set 

~A~ for the second player. Therefore it is possible to construct 

a mixed strategy ~÷ ~ C d~ } ~, o~ ) for the second player which 

would hold all the ideal motions ccE~] = oc[~ ~o, CCo,~ ] 

. ~* withia~ ~ If for ~o ~ ~ ~ the bundle ~ gives no 

intersection with J~ the problem of evasion is then solved. 

Let us compare the given conditions with the regularity 

assumptions of the method of extremal aiming. The general nonlinear 

case gives a complicated picture. However for the special equation 

(23) linear in cc with ~ convex,the answer is simple enough. 

With ~ Q~, ~ (24) nonempty and ~ Q~• ~ ~ o~ (26) convex, 
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the regularity assumptions for the method of extremal aiming are al- 

ways fulfilled. A stable path for the first player o~= ~°Q~) = 

= ~to.~Co~ Cto ~ ~ ~ ~ ) which is the solution of (25) 

nearest to ~ , lies at a distance of 

from ~ . 

A stable integral manifold ~ = ~ c~= ~Qt~ ho, ~o~ , 

hog t ~ ~ ~ for the second player obtained for contingent equa- 

tion (25) lies at a distance of & = 4°(4o . n o ~ from ~ . 

An opposite assertion is false: the regularity assumptions for the 

method of extremal aiming generally do not yield the nonemptiness of 

set H Q~, ~) or the convexity of function ~ Q~ ,~. ~) (26) 

in ~ . Finally we note that in the particular case of an absolu- 

tely linear system (23) the conditions on H ~h,~) and 

Q ~, h , ~3 under discussion correspond to the so-called 

condition of complete sweeping over for the direct method of L.S.Pon- 

triagin [ 2 ] which in turn are a generalization of the similarity 

conditions for linear plants in the pursuit-evasion game [I ] . 
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